
How will the landing be supplied?
Initially, everything had to come over the beach:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
US Army logisticians calculated that they needed to deliver 41.298 pounds per man per day.  They hoped to put ashore 300,000 tons of supplies in the first two weeks.  At the same time, ships were also trying to land 1 ½ divisions per day as reinforcements.



LST Capacity: 2100 tons Liberty Ship Capacity: 10, 856 tons

PROBLEM: Need to integrate regular cargo 
ships into OVERLORD supply process. How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ability to deliver supplies ashore inherently limited as long as rely solely on LSTs, etc.18 American shipyards produced 2,710 Liberty ships between 1941-5; originally put into production to replace British commercial shipping lost to U-Boats.  Built by welding together prefab sections (many women welders), most ships previously used rivets.  In 1943, 3 completed daily. In publicity stunt in November 1942, SS Robert E. Peary launched 4 days, 15.5 hours after keel laid.  Median production time in 1943 was 39 days.Victory ships (~500 produced) appeared later in war; generally comparable overall, though slightly larger and w/reinforced hull in center to prevent cracking/splitting.



ANSWER: Mulberries (Artificial Harbors)



Mulberry A, Omaha Beach
after storm of June 19-22
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Presentation Notes
Each mulberry designed to have similar capacity to Dover.  Mulberry B max throughput: 6700 tons per dayMulberry B (“Port Winston”) ultimately used to offload over 1M tons of supplies, but US supply operations landing over beaches ultimately more than doubled Winston’s daily throughput.  By D+60 UTAH & OMAHA offloading 16,000 tons per day.  Beach supply rate ultimately topped out at 56,000 tons of supplies, 20,000 vehicles, and 180,000 troops per day.Mulberry B remained in operation until December when Allies opened Antwerp.In hindsight, Cherbourg captured more quickly (and was less damaged) than expected; however, if Germans had means to more effectively disrupt supply operations, loss of Mulberry A might have been fatal to US landings.Many US historians have contended effort spent on building mulberries could have been better used elsewhere . . .



Underwater Fuel Pipeline: PLUTO
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Presentation Notes
2 types of pipe, one more flexible.  Both around 3” in diameter.  “Conundrum” (cone ended drum) used to lay less-flexible pipe.  Good at laying the pipe, less success in hooking up the ends.First Bambi line to Cherbourg laid in August, but lost when destroyer anchor caught on it. Relaid in September, but failed again at high pressure and Bambi abandoned in October.  17 lines laid to Calais (Dumbo) in Sep-Oct, but ultimately delivered only 8% of fuel used by Allied armies  



How to minimize German strength 
at the point of attack?

• Bombing: “Transportation Plan”
• Strategic Deception: BODYGUARD



The Transportation Plan:
• After initial resistance, control of all air 

operations passed to Eisenhower on 
April 14, 1944

• Goal: “Create a railway desert within 150 
miles of Caen”

• Charles DeGaulle: “If that was the price of liberation, the French 
would pay it without regret or complaint.”

• 121,049 tons of bombs dropped on French/German rail network 
from April – June 1944
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Presentation Notes
Used heavy bombers against railyards, medium bombers & fighter bombers against bridges; fighters & fighter bombers against trains & convoys.Bombing railyards meant killing French civilians.Destroyed all crossings over Seine River b/t Paris and Rouen/LeHavre by early June



Results:

"Large scale strategic movement of German troops by rail is practically 
impossible at the present time and must remain so while attacks are 
maintained at their present intensity.”    
German Air Ministry Report, June 13, 1944



Operation BODYGUARD
• Multi-dimensional effort to confuse & mislead 

Germans
• “Leaked” information to Germans about 11 fictional 

operations from Balkans to Norway
• Most important: “FORTITUDE SOUTH”

• Simulated large-scale invasion at Calais
• Depended on convincing Germans of the existence 

of a fictional “First U.S. Army Group”



First US Army Group
(FUSAG):
• 3 Armies

• 4th British
• 9th US
• 14th US

• 13-20 divisions
• Commander: 

LtGen Patton
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Presentation Notes
All American troop ships disembark on west coast, from Bristol & Cardiff all the way north to Glasgow.  Dispersed in 1200 camps and 37 airfields.



Selling “FUSAG” to the Germans

Dummy radio networks,
equipment, wedding 
announcements, etc.

Dummy landing craft 
along E. coast of England
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Wedding announcements



The “National Geographic” ploy:
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Presentation Notes
Textile manufacturer on 7th Avenue in NY applied to produce patches; actually created and sometimes issued to replacement soldiersFUSAG became HQ of Bradley’s 12 AG established 12 July 449th Army HQ activated in UK in Apr 44, transferred to France, became active on 5 September



BODYGUARD’s effect on Germans:
• Overestimated Allied strength in Britain by about 40%
• Bulk of armored reserves concentrated in the wrong place
• Convinced Normandy landing was a feint
• Kept powerful 15th Army guarding Calais until August!!!
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Presentation Notes
Heavy camouflage measures in SW Britain.Germans believed Allies had 79 divisions in Britain, when there were actually only 52.Allies used ULTRA to monitor German movements and activities; concluded secret had not leaked.Bombing & deception exceeded expectations: Postwar estimate calculated that German buildup reduced by roughly 40% during first three weeks of invasion compared to pre-invasion estimates (which calculated some decrement due to bombing).



When will the invasion take place?
KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
• Good weather: clear skies, mild seas, onshore winds “not 

greater than Force 4” (13-18 mph) for 3 consecutive days
• Late rising  moon (half to full) to assist airborne landings
• At or near dawn, 1 to 3 hours after low tide
• Only suitable periods: June 5,6,7 or June 18,19,20
BUT…
• Heavy winds, rough seas force Allies to postpone by one day
• German meteorologists predict bad weather in the Channel    

will continue for several days – possibly a week
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Presentation Notes
Allies had more than 500 weather stations in UK, 8 weather ships in Atlantic.  Weather planes flew everyday from UK westward to check weather west of UK.  Brits had 58 wave observation stations manned by volunteers who measured the height of every breaker running ashore on western coast within a 3-minute period multiple times a day, reported data to something called the Swell Forecast Office.Ike met w/leadership group each day at 0400 and 2130.  On evening of 3 June Grp Cpt R.A. Stagg told them good weather about to vanish: a series of depressions approaching, weather deteriorating from “most unpromising” to “quite impossible.”  Winds 30 mph with ceiling as low as 500 ft and heavy rain.  Reiterated same prediction at early a.m. meeting on June 4; Ike orders invasion postponed for 24 hrs. Some ships, including many carrying US 4th ID which had embarked at ports on west coast of Britain, were already at sea and had to turn back in the dark.



At 9 p.m. on June 4, SHAEF’s chief meteorologist 
predicts weather will clear on June 6-7

GrpCpt J.A.Stagg
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Presentation Notes
Reconvened same night of a.m. postponement (Sunday, June 4). Stagg said it looked like a brief window of opportunity on June 6: a weather ship 700 miles off Ireland reported rising pressure and clearing weather.  Stagg’s assessment: a two-day spell of better weather on June 6 & 7. Ike faced tight deadline b/c slower ships needed sailing orders.  Postponed final decision until 0400 meeting on June 5.  All subordinate commanders recommended go. Ike stood and paced for a moment in silence.  No consensus on what Ike finally said, but it was something short and very American.  Some recalled it as, “Okay, let ‘er rip.,” others as “Okay, we’ll attack tomorrow.”  Most as “Okay, we’ll go.” Everyone rose and left the room because orders had to be issued immediately. Photo L to R: Omar Bradley, Adm Bertram Ramsey, Air Chief Marshal Tedder (Dep CinC), Ike, Montgomery, Air Chief Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory, LTG Walter Bedell Smith.



On the eve of D-day…
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Presentation Notes
Air component commander was ACM Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, known as a man with “a peculiar knack of rubbing everyone the wrong way.”On May 30 Mallory met with Eisenhower to deliver a warning.  Leigh-Mallory called the prospect “futile slaughter” and recommended jumps by the American 82nd and 101st airborne divisions be cancelled. “If you do this operation, you are throwing away two airborne divisions.  Eisenhower contemplated the risk. If no US airborne drops, probably have to cancel landings on Utah as well, as drops intended to shield landing area from German counterattacks.  Eisenhower dictated a decision memo: the drops would go ahead.Eisenhower visits 101st AB in afternoon; writes note.Bombing of Normandy began around midnight, w/2,200 US, British, & Canadian bombers. Coastal bombing largely ineffective due to low cloud cover, which made planes bomb further inland to prevent hitting own troops.Minesweepers began clearing channels around midnight.US pathfinders & 1st wave of UK 6 ABDiv (Pegasus bridge) land just after midnight; 101st 0130; 82d 0230. Naval bombardment began vs preplanned targets at 0545 while still dark, then switched to visible targets when light enough to see (0550-0555).  Altogether: 5 battleships (3 US -  TX, AR, NV) - 2 Brit), 20 cruisers, 65 destroyers.



Into the Jaws of Death
June 6, 1944, 0630 hours
Soldiers of U.S. 1st Infantry Division
wade ashore at Omaha Beach
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Presentation Notes
Landings scheduled to begin at 0630; elements of US 4th ID land slightly ahead of schedule due to tide.
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